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1.1 Introduction

The complexity and integration demands of modern electronics require inno-
vative materials addressing the requirements of flexibility and functionality in
terms of electrical or optical properties [1–3]. One of the main challenges is
to combine two properties that are mutually exclusive in flexible electronics
applications, such as stretchability and low electrical resistance. Elastomeric
conductive composites have shown promise for sustainable high-strain and
recoverable conductivity [4–6].

Integrating stretchable and electrical conductivity functionalities in an
electrode material is advantageous for many electronics applications, such as
wearable and printable electronics. Examples of such multifunctional conductive
materials exist in the literature and their elastic recovery has been demonstrated
for stretch ratios beyond 𝜆> 3 (𝜆= final length/initial length) [7, 8]. These
promising and resilient composites show recoverable performance under cycli-
cal strain, are attractive for tissues that are flexible, and are subjected to large
deformations under mechanical loading [9–12]; quantifying these large strains
in real time, such as those taking place in skin and muscles, is very important
for mechanical characterization of these tissues toward understanding of their
mechanical functions under stress in physiological conditions. In this chapter,
we will consider three different classes of soft composites: soft color composites
whose light transmittance can be actively tuned and controlled through mechan-
ical stretching; viscoelastic polymers that, coupled with hybrid nanoparticles,
can be tuned into long-range ordered structures; and elastomeric conductive
composites that are promising for sustainable high-strain and recoverable
conductivity.
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2 1 Soft Composites with Tunable Optical and Electrical Properties

1.2 Soft Color Composites

Photonic crystals of three-dimensionally (3D) ordered materials have attracted
extensive interest because of their possible applications in optical filters, optical
switches, waveguides, and low-threshold lasers [13–15]. A serious problem
involved in colloidal crystal film assembly is their feeble physical organization.
Unfortunately, nanoparticle-filled polymers presented an enhancement of the
mechanical properties but with a loss of the packing ordering [16]. Shearing has
long been known to induce structural transitions from disorder to order in solu-
tions of colloidal particles [17–19]. Several studies suggested that nanoparticles
can be equilibrated with fixed architectures in solvents with different viscosi-
ties [20–22]. In this regard, core–shell nanoparticles were employed to produce
a dispersion phase of 200-nm-scale hard cross-linked spheres and a continuous
phase of a gum-like medium, creating polymer opals [23, 24]. These optical
composites behave mechanically like rubbers and exhibit strain-sensitive colors
due to Bragg diffraction from the opaline packing of the spheres (Figure 1.1).

Following this idea, a soft optical device can be designed by controlling the
optical transmittance mechanically by simple shear. This concept is similar to
that of conventional window shutters but comprises an optically clear and soft
elastomeric matrix, onto which are embedded a parallel array of thin opaque
stiffer platelets that hinder light transmittance. By simply controlling the physical
and mechanical parameters of the composite such as the stiffness ratio between
the polymer matrix (𝜇m) and the platelets (𝜇p), 𝜇p/𝜇m, the geometrical disposi-
tion of the platelets, 𝜃i, and their aspect ratio, Lp/tp, it is possible to control the
transparency. Loading the device with shear forces allows the rotation of the
initially inclined platelets (Figure 1.2), increasing the transmittance.

1.3 Hybrid Viscoelastic Polymer Composites

Adding graphene to a highly viscoelastic polymer gives a composite with unex-
pected electromechanical properties characterized by electrical conductivity
changes and recovery as the material is strained. These sensitive electromechan-
ical nanocomposites can find applications in a wide range of devices. Parafilm
is the most used thermoplastic paraffin material in research laboratories; it is
stretchable and soft, and owing to its low melting point it becomes adhesive
on applying heat and sticks strongly to the receiving materials. Thus, the
self-sticking properties of the Parafilm can be used both to receive nanoparticles
on the top side and to adhere with the bottom side to stretchable substrates; this
practical approach can be considered for large-scale production of stretchable
multifunctional materials where physical properties including the nanoparticle
order can be controlled by strain. Coupling nanoparticle latex and graphene with
Parafilm and transferring such a composite film on stretchable silicone substrate,
the nanoparticle organization can be tuned into long-range ordered structures
by stretching the substrate with the electrical conductivity of the coating, which
can be also tuned.
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Figure 1.1 (a) PS (polystyrene)–PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate)–PEA (polyethylacrylate)
core–shell opaline sphere. (b) The PET–opaline spheres–PET film after rolling lamination; arrow
indicates processing direction, with spheres packed randomly. (c) Opaline film with improved
sphere packing; arrow indicates shear direction [24].

In a recent experiment, polystyrene (PS) latex/graphene oxide (GO) solutions
were drop cast on Parafilm film and left to evaporate at room temperature
(Figure 1.3a–c). In order to immobilize the PS sphere on the Parafilm, the
substrate was gently annealed at 65 ∘C. When a rigid sphere is coated with a
wetting liquid (i.e. water in our case), the equilibrium of the film is governed
by the competing effects of elasticity and capillarity [26]: elasticity tends to
keep the film developable while capillarity tends to curve it so as to maximize
the area of contact with the sphere. Assuming the GO as an elastic plate of
size L, Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio 𝜈, and thickness h placed onto rigid
PS sphere of radius R coated with water (surface tension 𝛾 = 72.8 mN m−1 at
20 ∘C), the maximum size in millimeters of complete contact amax of a strip on a
sphere can be more precisely written as amax = [(𝛼*𝛾*R4/E*h)− 𝛽*R2*h2]1/4 [26],
where the constants 𝛼 and 𝛽 for a strip are 36 and 3/2(1− 𝜈), respectively.
Assuming our GO sheets as strips with an average thickness of about 0.95 nm,
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Figure 1.2 Concept of the optical switch: (a) Schematic representation of optical switch
device in its undeformed (OFF) and (b) deformed (ON) configurations, respectively. Schematic
diagram of the optical switch, indicating all the relevant dimensions. Source: López Jiménez
et al. 2016 [25]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.

Young’s modulus of 200 GPa [27], Poisson’s ratio of 0.16 [27], and the radius
of PS sphere of 50 nm, we obtain a value for amax ∼ 1.70*10−5 mm. This low
value of the contact takes into account the observed crumpled structures in
Figure 1.3b.

The electrical resistance in the sample is attributed to the number of percolative
graphene contacts. Electrical resistance variation of PS latex/GO/Parafilm film
graphene oxideas a function of the stretching ratios, 𝜆, shows that the initial
resistance (i.e. unstretched state) increases with the stretching ratio (Figure 1.4).
As the composite film was stretched, the resistance was found to increase with
the deformation, reaching a maximum value at 𝜆max (i.e. 1.05, 1,2, 1,4, 1,5, 1,6,
1,65, 1,7, and 1,8). Subsequently, as the specimen was brought to the initial state
from 𝜆max to 1, the electrical resistance regained the initial values, suggesting an
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Figure 1.3 Top view FESEM images of (a) PS latex films and (b) PS latex/GO films. (c) Schematic
representation of the prepared samples. PS latex spheres at room temperature after drying
(bottom panel) leaves disordered spheres stuck to the Parafilm. PS latex spheres after
stretching; the arrow indicates the strain direction, with spheres packed ordered. Schematic
illustration (top panel) of macroscopic deformation of a graphene sheet on a stretched silicone
substrate; first wrinkles form on PS latex spheres, and then unfold as the substrate is strained.

almost reversible mechanism of graphene crumpling previously observed in the
stretch axis direction.

Interestingly, once transferred to the Parafilm tape and strained, the composite
film shows the appearance of brilliant iridescent bands oriented orthogonal to the
strain direction (Figure 1.5a). The formation of such bands is due to a crystalline
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Figure 1.4 (a) Electrical resistance to initial resistance values variations of PS latex/GO/Parafilm
coupled with silicone substrate through the stretching and (b) stretching cycles from 𝜆= 1 to
𝜆max = 1.05, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.65, 1.7, and 1.8, and then returned to a relaxed state (𝜆max → 1).
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Figure 1.5 (a) FESEM image of the strained PS latex/GO/Parafilm coating. (b) Transmittance of
unstrained (red line) and strained (blue line) PS latex/GO/Parafilm coating. Optical
micrographs of PS latex/GO/Parafilm sample in (c) stretched and (d) unstretched state,
respectively. The arrow indicates the strain direction.

array of colloidal spheres that strongly diffract light of a specific wavelength as
determined by the Bragg formula [28, 29]:

𝜆max = (8∕3)1∕2 ∗ D(n2
sphere ∗ Vsphere + n2

void ∗ Vvoid − sin2𝜙)1∕2

where D is the diameter of the sphere; nsphere and nvoid, the refractive indices of
spheres and voids, respectively, 1.6 for polystyrene spheres and 1 for air voids;
V sphere and V void are the volume fractions of spheres and voids in the crystal,
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and they are 0.77 and 0.23, respectively; 𝜙 is the angle between the normal
vector of the substrate and the detecting light. We have examined the optical
properties of the ordered latex films by measuring their absorption spectra with
a UV–vis spectrophotometer. The incident light was perpendicular to the film
plane (i.e. 𝜙= 0∘). Figure 1.5b shows the absorption spectra of the unstrained
and strained latex films, respectively. In its relaxed state, polystyrene latex
has no detectable absorption; it is well known that a completely disordered
latex arrangement does not display a stop band. For strained (i.e. ordered)
PS latex (diameter, 100 nm) film, an optical stop band is observed at 600 nm.
The experimentally observed absorption band is close to the theoretical value
(i.e. 670 nm). The deviation between the measured and calculated values may
be explained by factors such as extent of latex ordering and size distribution of
latex.

1.4 Elastomeric Conductive Composites

Highly stretchable elastomers with stretch ratios 𝜆> 6 are of critical importance
in solving problems in aerospace, automotive, and petroleum industries [30, 31].
New products of elastomers with enhanced performance are thus needed. The
specific challenge in this regard is a quantified target that consists in the opti-
mization of elastomeric-like nanocomposites with multifunctional properties
such as monitoring the elastomer strain with electrical resistance variation.
The multifunctional performance of these composites is demonstrably high for
electroconductive applications as deformable electrode films that can be utilized
in a wide variety of electronic devices under high strains. Structurally resilient
and electrically conductive composites capable of sustained elongations up to
𝜆= 6, delivering low sheet resistance, are thus of priority interest.

Valentini et al. [32] recently reported a novel method that consists in the
lamination of hydrophobic Parafilm containing graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs)
on fluoroelastomer substrate. Once laminated, the Parafilm/GNPs film main-
tains the electrical resistance reversible under stretch ratios up to 𝜆= 3. As the
composite film was stretched, the resistance was found to increase with the
deformation, reaching a maximum value at 𝜆max (i.e. 2 and 3) [7]. Subsequently,
as the specimen was brought to the initial state from 𝜆max to 1, the electrical
resistance regained the initial values, suggesting an almost reversible mechanism
of GNP dragging in the stretch axis direction. For the highest stretch ratio,
i.e. 𝜆max = 4, the resistance did not show any recovery when the sample relaxes
to its unstrained condition. This is an indication that at this maximum stretch
ratio the electrical network made of GNP contacts is subjected to an irreversible
deformation. For filled elastomers, this is known as the Payne effect [33] and
has been explained by Kraus [34, 35] via the strain-dependent breaking and
reforming of interparticle connections in the filler network. Then, the number
density of connections N depends on 𝛾0 as N =N0*[1+ (𝛾0/𝛾c)2m]−1 where N0
is the initial connection density, m is the network structure factor, and 𝛾c is the
yield strain (Figure 1.6).
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Figure 1.6 (a) Optical micrographs and schematic side/top view of GNP platelets embedded
in Parafilm matrix in stretched state (i.e. the arrows indicate the strain direction). The initial
side/top view shows an interconnected electrical path of GNPs; GNPs then separate during
stretching, thus raising the electrical resistance of the sheet. (b) Schematic representation of
stretch mechanism before the stretch at 𝜆 = 1, during the stretch at different stretching ratios,
and after relaxing to an unstretched state 𝜆= 1 of Parafilm/GNPs coupled with
fluoroelastomer. (c) Electrical resistance variations to initial resistance values of Parafilm/GNPs
coupled with fluoroelastomer substrate through the stretching cycles from 𝜆= 1 to 𝜆max = 2, 3,
or 4, and then returned to a relaxed state (𝜆max = 1).

Referring to the experiment reported in ref. [32], it was also demonstrated that
the strain, after which the delamination occurs, can be used to calculate the adhe-
sion energy according to a model where the film can be considered as an adhesive
tape with tension attached to a substrate [36]. From such a theory of peeling
for large deformations in strained conditions, the strain for film delamination
(𝜆d = 4) can be expressed in terms of adhesion energy (G), film’s Young modu-
lus (E), and film thickness (t) as ln(𝜆d)= 2 (G/Et)0.5, which, for E = 0.0063 MPa
(see ref. [32]) and t = 140 μm, restitutes a value of G∼ 0.41 N m−1. This simple
example indicates that the critical value of film delamination found for the com-
posite coating on elastomeric substrate coincides with that measured at rup-
ture for the coating, suggesting that the substrate makes mechanical behavior
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of the coating reversible until its rupture despite the plastic deformation of the
viscoelastic film.

1.5 Conclusions and Future Perspectives

This chapter is intended to supply recent advances on the fundamental mechan-
ical properties of soft composites for applications in stretchable devices as
well as providing descriptions of devices including those based on polymers
and graphene as active components. Particular attention has been focused on
the processing and integration of carbon-based materials in multifunctional
composites. We demonstrate how by controlling the microscopic order of such
composite films with a simple stretch, one can develop new multifunctional
materials with nanoscale mechanisms visible at the macroscale. The coupling
of elastic and stiff platelets such as graphene oxide with viscoelastic polymer
matrix enables the reversible control of the morphologies as well as the electrical
resistance of the composite coating. Disordered nanoparticles should have
improved degrees of ordering in the stretched sample by shear forces and this
can produce change of colors under strain. Finally, we present novel, electrically
conductive, adherent composites that are capable of sustaining severe elastic
deformation and recoverable electrical performance.
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